™

Real-time outcomes tracking for social-purpose organisations.

INTRODUCING
TRACK2CHANGE™
As collective impact and collaborative
initiatives increase in the social sector, so too
does the need for tools that can simply and
effectively communicate shared goals and
collective progress.
That’s why we’ve created Track2Change™, an
innovative social impact measurement tool
combining business intelligence, data analytics and
the latest in mobile and cloud technology.
Track2Change offers:
• Data visualisation dashboards
(web-based or via desktop application)
• Integration with mobile-friendly, easy-to-use
online data collection tools
• Data preparation and quality checking
• Secure, cloud-based data storage.

5 REASONS TO TRY TRACK2CHANGE
Benefits of this all-in-one platform include:
1. Access to real-time data to support evidencebased decision making and agile ways of working
2. Access to real-time results against targets to
inspire and motivate staff
3. Ability to engage with and provide feedback to
clients using real-time results
4. Increased transparency and accountability to
clients, staff, board members and funders
5. A secure one-stop shop for data collection,
storage and reporting.

HOW CAN YOU TELL
IF YOU’RE ACHIEVING
CHANGE IF YOU
CAN’T SEE IT?
A DYNAMIC, INTERACTIVE
DATA VISUALISATION
TOOL, TRACK2CHANGE
OFFERS SOCIAL-PURPOSE
ORGANISATIONS A WAY TO
SEE THE CHANGE THEY’RE
MAKING, AND ENSURE THEY
STAY ON TRACK.

AN INTELLIGENT IMPACT
MEASUREMENT SOLUTION
Navigating outcomes offers Track2Change as either a standalone platform
for your existing measurement framework, or as part of an end-to-end
measurement solution designed specifically for your organisation.
TRACK2CHANGE PRICING*

WHY CHOOSE TRACK2CHANGE?

1) Initial dashboard development fee: $7600 + GST

• Accessible – everyone can input and
access data for one annual fee

2) Annual dashboard subscription fee: $7500 + GST
(see below for subscription inclusions).

The dashboard development fee covers:
• Design of an engaging, bespoke visual
dashboard with up to 7 outcomes
(see case studies for examples)

• The linking of the dashboard to your data
warehouse for real-time updates, accessible
only by your nominated staff/stakeholders
• Dashboard technical development
• The digitalisation of two of your data
collection tools (enabling easy integration
with the data warehouse).

SUBSCRIPTION COVERAGE
As part of the annual subscription fee, your
Track2Change solution includes:
• Access to an unlimited number of dashboards for an unlimited number of users
• Ability to share real-time results online
• Central, secure data management and
storage compliant with the Australian
Privacy Act and Principles
• Business hours support for dashboardrelated issues
• Confidence that all the components of
your measurement system are managed
by qualified professionals.
*Please request a copy of our Track2Change Service Agreement
for more details on coverage and additional services.

• No hidden costs
• Relevant – data and reports linked to your
measurement and evaluation needs
• Minimal training – intuitive system with
low barriers to entry
• Ability to interface with other platforms
• Trusted and secure platform – we use
Microsoft services and products
• Support – we will respond to issues within
24 hours between 8am-6pm business days.

ABOUT NAVIGATING OUTCOMES
We are the only Australian organisation
offering expertise in both impact
measurement and dashboard technology.
Our staff are Microsoft accredited and
members of the Australian Evaluation
Society. We know what clients, staff and
funders want, and can design a fully
integrated system that will be used to deliver
efficiencies and drive results.
But most importantly, we genuinely want
to see improved social outcomes in our
sector, which is why we want to partner with
organisations working to create change.

CASE STUDIES

CASE STUDY 1:
LODDON CHILDREN & YOUTH AREA PARTNERSHIP
THE CHALLENGE
This collective impact initiative needed an easy way to track, share and report on long-term
change indicators to both partners and funders across six different sites.
THE SOLUTION
We designed an engaging, easy-to-understand visual dashboard to reflect outcomes and
impact at critical life stages over the long-term. With a data splitter offering easy and instant
comparison between sites, Track2Change is supporting partners to identify learnings and share
best practice about what’s working. Following Track2Change implementation, the Collective
has shifted from an emphasis on Maternal Child Health participation and is now refocussing on
ways to reduce childhood emotional and behavioural issues.

™

CASE STUDY 2:
THE WELL (OUTER EAST PRIMARY CARE PARTNERSHIP)
THE CHALLENGE
A new partnership, this collaboration required a shared approach to facilitate and capture
community conversations over a 90 day sprint, where feedback was sought in relation to youth
and alcohol.
THE SOLUTION
We designed a partnership-branded dashboard and ipad/mobile responsive survey tools
to deliver an auto-refreshing dashboard. In addition to capturing community responses,
Track2Change also provided insights on survey respondent demographics, enabling the
collaboration to target different genders/ages throughout the campaign. While the word cloud is
one method of reporting on qualitative data, users still had the option to view and filter complete
individual responses. The back-end database capturing interviewer names also helped motivate
and hold stakeholders accountable to their community engagement targets.
™

CASE STUDY 3:
GROW (GIVE WHERE YOU LIVE FOUNDATION)
THE CHALLENGE
Working to address entrenched social disadvantage across four targeted suburbs, the GROW
initiative needed a way to better see and understand how different forms of disadvantage
manifested across localities.
THE SOLUTION
Using SA1 level data, we developed a heat-map dashboard to track and compare disadvantage
across key socio-economic indicators in specific locations.Track2Change has helped the
initiative to identify correlations between indicators, as well as pockets of extreme deprivation,
where increased resourcing could be directed.

™

OUR CLIENTS

“...you have taken the
PCP core business of
partnerships, integration
and collaboration and
translated it into the
dynamic and accessible
world of IT...”
- Outer East Primary Care
Partnership Member

GET IN TOUCH
WE
SOLUTIONS,
TRAINING AND REAL-TIME REPORTING
3. PROVIDE
TO
FIND OUTSIMPLE
HOW WE
CAN HELP, QUALITY
VISIT:
MECHANISMS
USING
CLOUD
AND
MOBILE
TECHNOLOGY.
navigatingoutcomes.com.au
We have a special interest in using everyday technology to make social impact measurement
OR CONTACT:
more
efficient, sustainable and engaging. We can provide one-day outcome measurement
training
sessions, dashboard solutions for existing measurement systems or design an end to
jenny.riley@navigatingoutcomes.com.au
end measurement solution for your organisation.
+614 11 130 734
Level 1, 134 Flinders Street, Melbourne 3000 VIC
Navigating Outcomes Pty Ltd (ABN 85 619 285 291)

